Undergraduate Research Opportunity

PROJECT

Ancient Philosophy Research Assistant

Sandra Woien
Philosophy

The focus of this project is to provide research assistance in finding quotes, citations, and other information for a book that covers thinkers in the Western Philosophical Tradition, starting in the Ancient Period and forward.

STUDENT

Research assistant's duties:
Student duties will include combing through primary sources looking for certain quotes or passages on a specific topic such as wisdom, courage, and truth. Once a certain passage is found, it is properly referenced. Ideally, there should be 30-40 passages found for each of the twelve topics.

Required skills or qualifications:
Desired qualifications include research skills, citation skills, and a strong interest in Ancient Western Philosophical Tradition.

Skills student will acquire:
Students will acquire research and citation skills; increased knowledge of ancient sources and ancient thought.

TEMPE ON LINE

Hours required p/week: 6
Credits anticipated: 2